Revised guidelines on publication of Notice Inviting Tender (NIT)

It has been observed that the Departments are publishing their Notices Inviting Tender (NIT) in 5 local newspapers which is unnecessary and involves huge cost. It may suffice if the Department publishes NITs in 3 local daily newspapers. Moreover, all National tenders have to be published in 2 prominent National dailies also.

2. While publishing the NIT in newspapers (National and Local), the content may be limited to one or two small sentences as the details of entire content of the NIT will be available on the statutory web portals, as per instructions of the Government. This initiative is likely to reduce the cost of publishing NITs considerably in due course of time.

3. It has also been that some Departments do not publish/upload their NITs on the statutory portals of the Government i.e. www.tripuratenders.gov.in (in case of e-tenders) or eprocure.gov.in (other than e-tender). The web publication on Government portals may have to be positively done to ensure wide publicity and transparency. Those Departments & entities, who have not registered on e-procure.gov.in for e-publication for tenders other than e-tender, may get themselves registered at once with the help of State NIC (contact person Shri A.K. Dey) by filling up necessary forms.

These guidelines come into force with immediate effect.
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